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Introduction 
Blood group is basically defined as by presence and absence of 

a specific antigen on the surface of RBCs. There are two important 
blood group systems. One is the ABO blood group system and other 
is the Rh blood group system. The base of the blood group system is 
on agglutination reaction. When RBCs carry one or both antigens then 
they are exposed to antibodies that can interact with one another to 
form visible agglutination or clumping. Blood types are mainly based 
on the proteins and these proteins are called antigens. B negative and 
O negative are the rarest blood types in the world. O negative is the 
universal donor that means a person having the O negative blood 
group can donate the RBCs to everyone. A person having the O blood 
group have the thinnest blood, also that person have the strong immune 
system, and strong stomach acids and live the longest of all the blood 
types. Everyone have the ABO blood group system and the Rh factor 
which is either be positive or negative just like the eye or hair colour. 
There are the two antigens and the two antibodies in the ABO blood 
group system. In the start two there is the criss cross manner like a 
person having the antigen A then it must have the antibody B and if 
the person having the antigen B then it must have the antibody A. our 
blood is inherited from our parents. Rh blood group system is one of 
the thirty five known human blood group system. It’s is the second 
most important type after the ABO blood group system. The term Rh 
factor have the two types when there is the presence of the protein 
then it’s called the Rh positive. While there is the lack of the protein 
then it’s called Rh negative. Rh positive is the most common blood 
group type.

Das of Kolkata invented the Rasgulla. Rasgulla was invented in 
the holy city of puri back in the thirteenth century. For the preparation 

of Rasgulla, the cheese which is also known as chhena mixture 
formed in the small balls. After the simmering of these balls these are 
converted in the sugar syrup. Rasgullas can also be prepared by the 
use of pressure cooker or oven. By adding a drop of rose water that is 
used which helps to enhance the taste and the flavour. Some Rasgullas 
are softer and creamish in colour. Some are whitish and rubbery. 
Typically a hundred gram serving of Rasgulla contains one hundred 
and eighty six calories out of them about one hundred and fifty three 
calories are in the form of carbohydrates, it also contains round about 
1.86 grams of fats and about four grams of proteins. Rasgulla can 
be stored at room temperature for about three days. They will not be 
spoiled due to high sugar content in the syrup. Sugar used in it acts as 
a preservationist always safer to store and leftovers in refrigerator and 
Rasgullas can be stored in refrigerator for about two weeks. 

Objective of the present study was to 
correlate blood grouping with rasgulla
Material and methods

Blood grouping

We took consent from the subject. First of all a prick was made 
on our finger and the blood comes out from it. Then a slide was taken 
and three drops of blood on three different points are to be identified 
at three different spots on these three points. The antibodies were put 
into these spot on the first spot of the blood antibody A was put on the 
second antibody B and on the third antibody D. Then mix them. The 
solution was formed that was of blood and antibody. The agglutination 
reaction was taken that showed that which type of blood was used.1,2
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Abstract

Objective of the present study was to correlate the Rasgulla likeness with Blood 
Grouping. It was the beneficial survey taken by the subject from different peoples 
and it provides the information to the subject about the recent research of Rasgulla 
likeness with the Blood Grouping. So these researches are the actual recent researches 
done by the subject.
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Table 1 Rasgulla likeness with blood Grouping

Male Female Male Female

Yes Percentage Yes  % No % No %

A+ 11 11÷175×100=6.28 14 14÷175×100=8 1 1÷175×100=0.57 6 6÷175×100=3.42

A- 1 1÷175×100=5.84 1 1÷175×100=0.57 0 0÷175×100=0 0 0÷175×100=0

B+ 9 9÷175×100=5.14 33 32÷175×100=18.28 1 1÷175×100=0.57 17 17÷175×100=9.71

B- 3 3÷175×100=1.71 2 2÷175×100=1.14 0 0÷175×100=0 1 1÷175×100=0.57

AB+ 3 3÷175×100=1.71 4 4÷175×100=2.28 0 0÷175×100=0 4 4÷175×100=2.28

AB- 0 0÷175×100=0 0 0÷175×100=0 0 0÷175×100=0 1 1÷175×100=0.57

O+ 14 14÷175×100=8 22 22÷175×100=12.57 1 1÷175×100=0.57 15 15÷175×100=8.57

O- 0 0÷175×100=0 5 5÷175×100=2.85 0 0÷175×100=0 5 5÷175×100=2.85
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Project design

Subject visited different places and surveyed blood grouping. 
And subject correlated the Rasgulla liking with blood group system. 
And subject got the different results from different blood groups. 
Total of 175 subjects were participated. The subjects were students in 
Bahauddin zakariya university Multan, Pakistan.

Statistical analysis

Statistical Analysis was performed by MS Excel.

Results and discussion
Association of Rasgulla likeness with blood Grouping.

Rasgulla likeness with blood Grouping is given in Table 1. 
Questionnaire based studies have given an important advancement 
in recent researches. Japan was the only country who checked the 
relationship of Rasgulla likeness with Blood Grouping.3–10

Conclusion
It was concluded from the present study that actual or findings of 

us were, Maximum percentage of Male Blood Grouping was in O+ve 
and it was 8%. Maximum percentage of Female Blood Grouping was 
in B+ve and it was 9.71%.
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